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Abstract: Earthquake forecasting is the process of forecasting the time, location, and magnitude of
an earthquake, hoping to gain some time to prepare to reduce the disasters caused by earthquakes.
In this paper, the possible relationship between the maximum electron density, the corresponding
critical frequency, and the occurrence of earthquakes is explored by means of radio occultation data
based on mechanism analysis and actual earthquake-nearby data. A new disturbance frequency index
is proposed in this paper as a novel method to help forecast earthquakes. Forecasting of the location
and timing of earthquakes is based on the connection between proven new frequency distributions
and earthquakes. The effectiveness of this index is verified by backtracking observation around the
2022 Ya’an earthquake. Using this index, occultation data can forecast the occurrence of earthquakes
five days ahead of detection, which can help break the bottleneck in earthquake forecasting.

Keywords: earthquake forecast; radio occultation; disturbance frequency

1. Introduction

Radio occultation is a remote sensing technique for measuring the physical properties
of planetary atmospheres. It relies on detecting changes in radio signals passing through
the planet’s atmosphere that are masked by the atmosphere. When electromagnetic wave
radiation passes through the atmosphere, it is refracted, and the size of the refraction
depends on the refraction gradient of the normal path, that is, the refractive index gradient
depends on the density gradient. The effect of the influence is most pronounced when the
radiation travels through a long path to the edge of the atmosphere. Figure 1 illustrates
radio occultation measurements. LEO denotes Low Earth Orbit, and GNSS denotes Global
Navigation Satellite System. Signals from GNSS satellites pass through the atmosphere and
are received by LEO. Due to the existence of the earth, the signal cannot pass through the
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interior of the earth. Thus, only when GNSS and LEO satellites satisfy a certain geometric
relationship can signals be received along the propagation path; otherwise, they will be
blocked by the earth. Since both LEO and GNSS satellites are in constant motion, the
geometric relationship between the satellites is also constantly changing over time. The
moment the LEO satellite receives the signal from the GNSS satellite, marked as t1 in
Figure 1, until the signal is obscured by the earth and cannot be received, marked as t2, is a
process known as an occultation event [1].
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In an ideal vacuum environment, the signal propagation path is a straight line [2], so
the phase delay is directly related to the straight-line distance between the GNSS satellite
and the LEO satellite. However, due to the existence of the earth’s atmosphere in the
actual observation environment, a certain degree of bending may occur within the signal
propagation path [3]. As a consequence, the distance of the propagation path changes due
to the bending of the signal, which leads to a difference between the phase delay of the
actual received signal by the LEO satellite and the phase delay in the case of straight-line
propagation. Such delay is defined as Excess Phase Delay, also known as EPD [4]. If
the electron content in the signal propagation path is high, the phase velocity of signal
propagation will be greater than its propagation velocity in vacuum, resulting in a possible
negative EPD value; otherwise, the EPD value will be positive [5]. Moreover, the size of the
signal bending angle reflects the degree of influence of the atmosphere during the signal
propagation process. It is directly related to the density of the substances at the height of
that atmosphere. As a result, we can inversely estimate the distribution of such substances
in the atmosphere based on the bending angle or additional phase delay of the signal [6].

Figure 2 shows the geometry at an instant in the occultation event. O represents the
center of refraction of the occultation path, which coincides with the geometric center of
the earth under the premise of spherical approximation [7]. The angle between (OL)→

and (OG)→ is defined as θ, and the plane formed inside is called the occultation plane [8].
In this plane, the (GT)→ direction is the transmitting direction of the signal, the (TL)→

direction the receiving direction, and the angle between them is called the bend angle of
the occultation path, α, which reflects the degree of curvature of the signal propagation
path [9]. A positive value means it is curved to the outside (that is, the side away from the
earth), and a negative value means that it is curved to the inside (that is, the side closer
to the earth). The red solid line in Figure 2 represents the actual propagation path of the
signal in the atmosphere, and the red dotted line represents the ideal propagation path in a
vacuum environment. OP and OQ are perpendicular to the direction of signal transmission
and reception, respectively, and their length p is called the impact parameter [10]. M is
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the closest point on the signal propagation path to the earth’s surface, which is called the
perigee of the occultation event or the occultation event tangent point [11].
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Due to the difference in the content and distribution of substances at different heights
in the atmosphere, the signal refractive index at different heights also varies [12]. Therefore,
in the process of GNSS signal propagation, with the change in the height of the signal, signal
refraction and path bending continuously occur. For the convenience of explanation and
analysis, the bending angle α shown in Figure 2 is actually the summation of the bending
degrees caused by all refractions in the signal propagation path. An occultation event
generally lasts from several minutes to more than ten minutes [13], and at each instant,
there will be an occultation path with the geometric relationship shown in Figure 2, as
well as a perigee in each occultation path. What we are concerned with is the atmospheric
parameters corresponding to the heights of the near points in this observation sequence.
In an occultation event, with the relative motion of the GNSS and the LEO satellite, the
perigee height of the signal propagation path will also change accordingly, and finally, a
scan of the vertical profile of the atmosphere is completed. According to the characteristics
of perigee height variation in occultation events, we call the occultation event with perigee
height from low to high an ascending occultation event, and the occultation event with
perigee height from high to low is called a descending occultation event [14].

Satellite monitoring has broken through the limitations of traditional seismic scientific
research, and electromagnetic waves can propagate across spheres from underground to
space. Statistics show that there is a significant correlation between spatial electromagnetic
disturbances and earthquake occurrence. Scientists can expand their observation range
to the global scale through satellites. From the perspective of earthquake observation
and collection, satellite monitoring can enable scientists to conduct large-scale statistical
research, providing a foundation for testing various methods and models. With the capa-
bility to capture ionospheric perturbations, radio occultation is expected to play a role in
earthquake forecasting. Earthquake forecasting has always been a global challenge, mainly
due to scientists’ lifelong difficulties in accumulating enough destructive earthquake cases
to form statistics and validate forecast methods and theories [15]. The possibility of using
ionospheric perturbations to recognize processes, which occur at the earth’s surface and
inside the crust prior to major earthquakes, has been focused on in past decades in terms of
effectiveness, adaptability, and reliability [16,17]. If the risk of earthquake occurrence can
be predicted ahead of when it happens [18] and the phenomenon indicating the occurrence
can be recognized [19], more time can be gained to better protect us from the disaster [20].
Generally, ionospheric anomalies are believed to be more significant for strong earthquakes,
as pointed out in [21] (M ≥ 6.0), [22] (M ≥ 5.5), and [23] (M ≥ 4.6). Starting from the
pioneering work reported in [24], scientists have been devoted to figuring out an index
that can directly represent the correlation between earthquakes and ionospheric anoma-
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lies [25,26]. The total electron content was focused on in [27] as an index after analyzing the
GPS data observing the Northbridge earthquake [28]. After that, the electron content was
regarded as a potential precursor index in various strong earthquakes, including the 2008
Wenchuan earthquake [29,30] and a number of M ≥ 6.0 earthquakes in East Asia [31,32].
Another characteristic of the ionospheric anomaly is that the anomalous amplitude in-
creases with the decrease in latitude; that is, the anomalous peak has a tendency to drift to
the magnetic equator [33]. In the low-latitude region, due to the special geomagnetic and
electrodynamic environment, the seismic ionospheric effect changes the distribution of the
equatorial anomaly as a whole within a certain longitude range; that is, the double peak of
the ionospheric anomaly has a tendency to drift to the magnetic equator [34].

However, considering the strong daily variation of the ionosphere that may be detected
even in the period when the geomagnetic field is very calm [35], the reliability of using
electron density as the sole index is challenged [36]. This paper analyzes and studies
the precursor phenomena that may be related to earthquakes and explores an index as
an earthquake precursor using occultation observation. The remainder of this paper is
organized as follows. In Section 2, we investigate the inverse algorithm in ionospheric
occultation that can help us obtain measurement data. The technical details of the algorithm
are listed in the appendixes. The seismo-ionospheric monitoring mechanism is reviewed
in Section 3, indicating the potential indexes that may be relevant to earthquakes. A case
study of the 2022 Ya’an earthquake is investigated in Section 4. The spatial and temporal
change in the maximum electron density and the corresponding critical frequency around
the earthquake is illustrated. A novel disturbance frequency is proposed based on the two
factors to perform the role of a quantitative index that can be used to forecast the time,
location, and magnitude of an upcoming earthquake. The effectiveness of this index is
validated. Concluding remarks are provided in Section 5, analyzing the limitations of the
current approach and suggesting future developments, including the application of deep
learning algorithms.

2. Inverse Algorithm in Ionospheric Occultation
2.1. Data Preprocessing

Before performing ionospheric occultation inversion, some necessary preprocessing of
the observation is required to prepare for the formal inverse calculations to improve the
reliability of the inversion results. The detailed processing flow can be seen in Appendix A.

2.2. Doppler Inverse Algorithm

The basic idea of the Doppler-based occultation inverse algorithm is to obtain the
additional Doppler frequency shift by deriving the additional phase delay with respect
to time. According to the Doppler principle and the instantaneous geometric relationship
of the occultation, the impact parameter and bending angle sequence can be obtained,
the refractive index profile can be calculated by combining the Abel integral, and finally,
the electron density profile can be obtained by further inversion using the relationship
between the refractive index and the electron density. The input information of this method
is the additional phase delay of ionospheric occultation data, the spatial coordinates and
speed of GNSS and LEO satellites, and the UTC time of the observation moment, and the
output information is the electron density profile of the ionosphere, the perigee latitude
and longitude, and the UTC time. The technical details of the Doppler inverse algorithm
are given in Appendix B.

2.3. TEC Inverse Algorithm

TEC, short for Total Electron Content, is an important descriptive quantity for the
ionosphere of the earth. The TEC is the total number of electrons integrated between
two points, along a tube of a one-meter-squared cross-section, i.e., the electron columnar
number density. The basic idea of the TEC-based occultation inverse algorithm is to
calculate the TEC on the signal propagation path through the additional phase delay
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and directly calculate the impact parameter corresponding to each occultation moment
under the assumption of linear propagation. The TEC sequence is derived with respect
to the impact parameter, and the electron density profile can be obtained by inverting the
obtained TEC differential sequence by Abel integration. The input and output information
of the TEC-based occultation inversion algorithm is basically the same as that of the
Doppler-based occultation inversion algorithm. The difference is that the bending angle
of the ionospheric occultation is generally very small, and the signal propagation path is
approximated as a straight line in this inverse process. More details of the inverse TEC
algorithm can be seen in Appendix C.

3. Seismo-Ionospheric Monitoring Mechanism

In 2004, the successful launch of the DEMETER (Detection of Electric-Magnetism
Emissions Transmitted from Earthquake Regions) satellite to detect the seismic ionospheric
effect announced a new period of space-based seismic electromagnetic observation [37].
Using GIM (Global Ionospheric Map) data released by the JPL (Jet Propulsion Laboratory),
it was analyzed in [38] that TEC anomalies before the 2008 Wenchuan MS8.0 earthquake and
an obvious increase in TEC were detected in the eastern–southern region of the earthquake.
The TEC perturbation characteristics of 56 earthquakes of magnitude 6.0 or higher in China
from 1998 to 2012 were studied in [39], and it was found that synchronous disturbances
were observed in the magnetic conjugate region of the southern hemisphere. It was found
that the TEC 2 to 9 days before the earthquake showed a rapid decline in the afternoon
anomaly, which is similar to the seismic TEC disturbances in Indonesia and Taiwan Island
at low latitudes.

One of the difficulties in short-term earthquake forecasting is that the earthquake
mechanism is not clear [40]. Various related electromagnetic effects of earthquakes have
not yet been uniformly expounded. In recent years, the scientific community has confirmed
that there are electromagnetic coupling processes in the crust and troposphere in the
corresponding active regions, and there are abnormal changes in the ionosphere in the days
to hours before the occurrence of strong earthquakes, volcanoes, and tsunamis [41]. The
many hypotheses that have been proposed to explain the seismo-ionospheric disturbance
can be classified into the following two types [42]. One is the fluctuation of the ground or
sea surface caused by the earthquake fault, which drives the generation of acoustic and
gravitational waves in the atmosphere, and the other is that with the propagation of seismic
waves (mainly Rayleigh waves), infrasound waves in the atmosphere are excited wherever
the seismic waves go. An ionospheric disturbance caused by atmospheric fluctuations
propagates from the epicenter to the periphery, with typical velocities ranging from a few
100 to 1000 m·s−1, which is determined by the speed of acoustic or gravitational waves
in the atmosphere and ionosphere. The ionospheric disturbance excited by the second
mechanism follows the propagation of the Rayleigh wave, showing the same speed as
about 3~4 km·s−1. The schematic diagram of various hypotheses of seismic ionospheric
disturbance mechanism is shown in Figure 3.

As shown in Figure 3, the change in the Total Electron Content (TEC) and other indexes
can be detected in the ionosphere to help the earthquake forecast, and the mechanisms
underneath such phenomena can be explained in a variety of subjects [43,44]. From the
perspective of electromagnetism [45], the ULF (Ultra-Low Frequency) electromagnetic radi-
ation generated in the lithosphere is generated before the earthquake and is introduced into
the inner magnetosphere. After interacting with the energetic particles, the particles settle
to the bottom of the ionosphere, causing ionospheric disturbance. From a chemistry point
of view [46], in the seismic zone before the earthquake, there are radioactive geochemical
phenomena, including the radiation of several gas components such as radon radiation
and noble gas. Changes in geochemical parameters lead to changes in atmospheric com-
positions, which further enhances changes in atmospheric conductivity and atmospheric
electric field. The appearance of this local electric field anomaly leads to changes in the
electron density, ion composition, and electron temperature of the ionosphere. From an
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acoustic point of view [47], in the seismically active zone, the sound wave is disturbed by
the gravitational vibration to produce an AGW (Acoustic Gravity Wave), which continues
to propagate upward, resulting in the enhancement of gravitational waves and planetary
waves, disturbing the ionosphere, and changing the ionosphere and the density of the
plasma. From a mechanical point of view [48], in the seismogenic zone, due to the plate tec-
tonics of the crust, the amplitude of gravity oscillations caused by seismic activity increases
with the height from the ground. These kinds of piston movements affect the atmosphere
and produce an IGW (Internal Gravity Wave). Due to the large vertical velocity of the IGW,
it still has high energy when it propagates to the ionosphere, which makes the neutral
compositions of the ionospheric plasma change and causes ionospheric disturbance. In this
paper, we focus on generating a quantitative index based on the ionospheric disturbance
that can be used as an indicator for forecasting the upcoming earthquake. The other mecha-
nisms may be considered in future studies to formulate other indexes that can also help
forecast earthquakes.
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4. Disturbance Frequency Index in Earthquake Forecasting
4.1. 2022 Ya’an Earthquake Data

On 1 June 2022 (UTC + 8 time zone), two earthquakes occurred consecutively in the
Ya’an area of Sichuan, China. The earthquake was a surface-wave magnitude (Ms) 6.1
earthquake (moment magnitude, Mw, as 5.8) that occurred at 17:00 on 1 June, local time, in
Lushan County, Ya’an City, Sichuan Province (30.37 north latitude, 102.94 east longitude),
with a focal depth of 17 km. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of radio occultation in
earthquake forecasts, the COSMIC data around the 2022 Ya’an earthquake are collected
and analyzed to investigate the possible indexes that may help forecast the occurrence
of the earthquake. Using the Dobrovolsky formula [49], R = 100.43M, where R denotes
the radius of the earthquake preparation zone and M is the earthquake magnitude, the
impacting radius of the 2022 Ya’an earthquake can be calculated as 419.76 km. Thus, the
data were collected within a distance of 500 km from the epicenter. From 10 May 2022 to
19 June 2022, totally, 200 radio occultation events were recorded within this range during
the 40 days around the earthquake. From the inverse algorithm described in Section 2 and
the mechanism analysis in Section 3, two radio occultation indexes, namely the maximum
electron density and the critical frequency at maximum electron density, are believed to
be the main indexes that can be observed with obvious differences around the earthquake.
The statistical information of the two indexes in the data are listed in Table 1. A rough guess
can be referred from Table 1 that there exists abnormally large density in the profile, which
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makes the mean density significantly larger than the median value. Thus, the anomalies in
the maximum electron density index might be an indicator of earthquake occurrence.

Table 1. The statistical information of the two key indexes.

Index Mean Minimum Maximum Median Standard
Deviation

Maximum
electron
density

9.7× 105 2.5× 105 2.7× 106 8.4× 105 4.5× 105

Critical
frequency 8.6 4.5 14.7 8.2 2.0

4.2. Change in the Maximum Electron Density

The maximum electron density, marked as the “edmax” index in the data file, is
extracted and plotted in Figure 4, distributed in a certain range of 85 degrees to 130 degrees
east longitude (E) and 24 degrees to 42 degrees north latitude (N). From 22 May 2022,
the maximum electron density distribution in this area, changing at a time interval of
5 days, is illustrated in different symbols representing different dates. The circles represent
the data recorded on 22 May 2022, the squares represent the data on 27 May 2022, the
diamonds represent the data on 1 June 2022, and the hexagon represents the data on 6
June 2022. The earthquake location is plotted by the asterisk. It can be referred from
Figure 4 that the maximum electron density may increase if the measurement location is
approaching the earthquake occurrence location, as illustrated by the higher density at a
nearby location, “99.27914E, 30.52638N”, on 1 June 2022, and a lower density at a faraway
location, “113.90278E, 34.76981N”. Furthermore, the maximum electron density may also
increase if the time of measurement is approaching the earthquake occurrence time, as
illustrated by the lower density at “99.23926E, 29.99113N” on 22 May 2022 and the higher
density at a nearby location, “99.27914E, 30.52638N”, on 1 June 2022. After the earthquake,
the maximum electron density may decrease, as illustrated by the very low density at
“106.10899E, 30.33856N”.
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Generally speaking, an increase in the maximum electron density around the earth-
quake could be more significant if the occultation measurement time approaches the
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earthquake occurrence time. In order to validate this intuitive guess, a smaller time in-
terval of the measurements is selected as 3 days, and the collected data are plotted in
Figure 5. In Figure 5, the circles represent the data recorded on 26 May 2022, the squares
represent the data on 29 May 2022, the diamonds represent the data on 1 June 2022, and
the hexagon represents the data on 4 June 2022. The decrease in the maximum electron
density after the earthquake can be easily captured by the comparison between the higher
density at “99.27914E, 30.52638N” on 1 June 2022 and the lower density at a nearby location,
“99.37187E, 30.41836N”, on 4 June 2022.
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A more intuitive comparison can be presented by the changing of the maximum
electron density curve with the X-axis labeling the distance of the measurement point to
the earthquake occurrence location. As shown in Figure 6, the maximum electron density
significantly reduces with the increasing distance in all the days before the earthquake, and
the highest density can be detected on the day when the earthquake happens at the same
distance, as shown in the orange curve with squares. A gradually increasing rule before the
earthquake can be figured out from the curves on 30 May 2022 (illustrated in gray circles),
31 May 2022 (illustrated in blue triangles), and 1 June 2022 (illustrated in orange squares).
After the earthquake, the density will decrease gradually, as illustrated by the two curves
on 3 and 4 June 2022. Furthermore, a sharp decrease can be found on 4 June 2022, which
indicates the rapid decrease in the electron density within a certain area nearby after the
earthquake happens. In all, the maximum electron density is proved to be an efficient index
in the earthquake forecast, and the changing rules in both time and space differences can
help us improve the forecast accuracy on the earthquake date and location. A certain area
can be determined by the measurement locations, where the maximum electron densities
show an obvious increase in a short period.

Based on the point plots illustrating the observations of occultation events, a contour
map can be generated to show more clearly the change in the maximum electron density
around the earthquake. As shown in Figure 7, the spatial distribution of the maximum
electron density from 24 May 2022 to 3 June 2022 is plotted, in which the epicenter is
demonstrated by the “*” symbol. The density near the epicenter could be estimated as
between 8.5× 105 el/m3 and 9.0× 105 el/m3 on 24 May 2022, and increased to a larger
value between 9.0 × 105 el/m3 and 1.0 × 106 el/m3 on 26 May 2022. It further raised
up to larger than 1.1× 106 el/m3 on 27 May 2022 and 1.3× 106 el/m3 on 29 May 2022.
The density remains higher than 1.3× 106 el/m3 at the epicenter on 1 June 2022, when
the earthquake occurred, and sharply decreased to less than 8.0× 106 el/m3 on 3 June
2022 after the earthquake. Thus, a clear anomaly of the maximum electron density can be
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detected five days before the earthquake with a significant increase, starting after 26 May
2022, which gives us more time to prepare for this disaster.
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It is also interesting to observe that the peaks in the maximum electron density spatial
distribution are located on the south of the epicenter before the earthquake, which is
consistent with the findings in [34]. The ionosphere anomaly area is not directly above the
epicenter but shifts a certain distance toward the epicenter.

4.3. Change in the Critical Frequency at Maximum Electron Density

Similarly, the critical frequency at maximum electron density, marked as the “critfreq”
index in the data file, is extracted and plotted in Figure 8, distributed in a certain range of
85 degrees to 130 degrees east longitude (E) and 24 degrees to 42 degrees north latitude
(N). From 26 May 2022, the azimuth angle distribution in this area, changing at a time
interval of 1 day, is illustrated in different symbols representing the data on different dates.
The changing rule can also be captured as the increase in the azimuth angle with the time
approaching the earthquake occurrence. For example, the angle is larger on 31 May 2022
at “100.74227E, 25.61618N”, illustrated by the dark red square, while a smaller angle was
measured on 28 May 2022 at a nearby location, “100.37244E, 25.85185N”, illustrated by the
blue upwards triangle. Furthermore, a smaller angle can be detected on 27 May 2022 at
“107.17728E, 30.79741N”, illustrated by the blue leftwards triangle, while a larger angle can
be detected at the same time at a location closer to the earthquake location, illustrated by
the green leftwards triangle at “106.1255E, 30.94742N”. Thus, it is further validated that
there remain certain space and time rules relevant to the earthquake occurrence, which can
be referred from the change in the azimuth angle of the occultation plane with respect to
the north at maximum electron density within a certain area and during a certain period.
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Figure 8. Changing of the critical frequency at maximum electron density at intervals of 1 day.

The time-marching special distribution of the critical frequency at maximum electron
density can also be plotted to explain the trend more clearly. As shown in Figure 9, the
contour map of the frequency is generated from 24 May 2022 to 3 June 2022, in which the
epicenter is demonstrated by the “*” symbol. The frequency near the epicenter can be
referred to as between 8 and 8.5 on 24 May 2022, and then increased to between 8.5 and 9.0
on 26 May 2022. A larger frequency was observed on 27 May 2022 as larger than 9.5, and
even higher on 29 May 2022 as 11. The frequency kept near 11 on 1 June 2022, and then
decreased to less than 8.0 on 3 June 2022. Again, a clear anomaly of the critical frequency
can be detected five days before the earthquake with a significant increase, starting after 26
May 2022, which gives us more time to prepare for this disaster.
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4.4. The Disturbance Frequency

Based on the above analysis, both the maximum electron density and the critical
frequency can play a role in forecasting a strong earthquake. However, a quantitative index
is more preferred to indicate more directly the time and location of an upcoming earthquake.
In particular, the spatial concentration around the epicenter should be considered in the
index, but the occultation data cannot ensure an ideal distribution of observation locations
due to current technique limitations. In [19], the authors divided the entire region into
four sub-regions, and then took the average of each region in the occultation events to
introduce the influence of spatial distribution on the ionospheric indexes in the vicinity of
the epicenter. However, an average in the subdomain still suffers from spatial homogeneity,
which challenges a reliable index. Moreover, not all the observations obey a clear and
uniform changing rule. For example, the large density at “114.8183E, 28.38687N” on 22
May 2022 seems strange in Figure 4 as it is far away from the epicenter. Such observations
may result from special geomagnetic and electrodynamic environments that disturb the
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electron distribution other than the earthquake. Thus, other parameters should be involved
in formulating the quantitative index, which can involve spatial heterogeneity and reduce
the effect of other abnormal disturbances.

In addition, solar activity can also lead to a deviation from the normal state of the
ionosphere. The solar chromosphere emits strong ultraviolet and X-ray radiation during
the flare eruption, which makes the electron density suddenly increase. A geomagnetic
storm is an important geophysical phenomenon with strong geomagnetic field disturbance.
Its energy mainly comes from the sun. The plasma cloud emitted from the solar surface
propagates through interplanetary space to the top of the earth’s magnetosphere and acts
with the earth’s magnetic field to cause geomagnetic storms, leading to global ionospheric
changes. The ionospheric changes caused by these effects are global, but the ionospheric
disturbances that may be related to earthquakes have obvious localization characteristics. It
can be seen from the analysis in the previous section that the closer to the epicenter, the more
obvious the ionospheric disturbance is represented by the electron density. Therefore, the
influence of spatial distribution should be introduced in the construction of an earthquake
forecasting index based on ionospheric disturbance to eliminate the interference of solar
activity and geomagnetic storms.

From the occultation inverse algorithms described in Section 2, the total electron
content, denoted by “tec0” in the data file, may have the potential to balance the spatial
heterogeneity and abnormal fluctuations in the maximum electron density. In order to
validate this guess, the correlation between “edmax” and “tec0” is analyzed. A strong linear
correlation can be observed directly by calculating the correlation coefficient, as shown in
Table 2. A large correlation coefficient of 0.9598 validates the effectiveness of balancing
“edmax” using “tec0”. The coefficient’s upper bound, 0.9694, and the lower bound, 0.9472,
both indicate the strong reliability of this connection. In fact, the maximum electron density
in the layer is the main source of the TEC, so the high correlation coefficient between the
two data is inevitable.

Table 2. Correlation coefficient between edmax and tec0.

Coefficient R RL RU

Value 0.9598 0.9473 0.9694

Thus, a disturbance frequency can be constructed as follows to act as an index fore-
casting the occurrence of an earthquake:

F =
edmax× crit f req

tec0
, (1)

where F denotes the disturbance frequency, edmax is the maximum electron density in the
occultation data, crit f req is the critical frequency, and tec0 is the total electron content. The
close correlations among the earthquake occurrence, the maximum electron density, and the
critical frequency are shown in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, with a theoretical mechanism analysis
in Section 3, while the denominator tec0 is involved to eliminate the effect of observation
locations that may affect the index. It should be noted that if more than one observation
point is located within the affected area around the epicenter, F should be averaged. As
the effect of spatial heterogeneity is reduced, such an average approach is more stable and
reliable.

The effectiveness of the proposed disturbance frequency can be validated by showing
the changing frequency around the Ya’an earthquake. As shown in Figure 10, a clear
positive correlation between the disturbance frequency and earthquake occurrence can be
observed. After obtaining the relevant data, only 0.52S is needed to calculate the index in
each day using a workstation (Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6230 CPU, 2× 2.10 GHz, 256 G RAM).
From 21 May 2022 to 26 May 2022, the averaged frequency within the affected area remains
flat. Starting from 27 May 2022, a significant increase is detected until the observation on
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31 May 2022. The frequency remains almost the same for observations in the two days
closely around the earthquake, namely 31 May 2022 and 1 June 2022, as plotted by the red
curve. Afterwards, a rapid decrease can be detected on 2 June 2022, and then the frequency
increases back to the normal value similar to the steady state before 26 May 2022. Thus, at
least five days, namely 27–31 May 2022, can be used to make preparations if the abnormal
increase in the frequency is detected on time.
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In practice, for a monitoring point in an earthquake zone, the averaged disturbance
frequency within a certain affecting area should be measured and calculated every day to
monitor the abnormal increase. If an increase is detected, we may further change the size
of the affected range and test the nearby monitoring point to figure out a more accurate
forecast of the location of the epicenter. Moreover, using the Dobrovolsky formula, the
earthquake magnitude can also be estimated if the affecting area is determined after a
number of trials. As pre-earthquake ionospheric anomalies are generally obvious for
strong earthquakes, a significant change in the disturbance frequency may also forecast
the occurrence of an upcoming strong earthquake (generally with M ≥ 5.5). Thus, more
serious preparations should be conducted to reduce the damage caused by such a disaster.

5. Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we investigate the algorithm of radio occultation and investigate the
possible index in the measurement data that may help forecast the occurrence time and
location of earthquakes. It has been found that the maximum electron density measured by
radio occultation can be used as an effective index indicating the potential time and location
range of an earthquake and may also indicate the occurrence of a strong earthquake (M ≥
5.5). In particular, a larger density is expected if the measurement takes place near the time
and location of the earthquake occurrence. A constant increase in density within a certain
area is a symbol of a coming earthquake in this area, and the density will sharply decrease
after the earthquake as the disturbance ends. Similarly, the critical frequency at maximum
electron density is also another index that can help forecast an upcoming earthquake. In
particular, a larger frequency is observed near the time and location of the earthquake
occurrence. In order to generate a quantitative index forecasting earthquakes, based on
the analysis of earthquake occurrence affecting electron density, a disturbance frequency is
formulated to calculate an index that may help forecast upcoming earthquakes. As referred
from the index performance, occultation data can forecast the occurrence of earthquakes
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five days ahead of detection. Moreover, the regional scale derived using the Dobrovolsky
formula is a good choice to determine the data collection and analysis area.

This paper proposes a new method that might be helpful in earthquake forecasting.
There still remains certain work in the accurate forecasting of earthquake occurrence, in
terms of the time, location, and magnitude, using this index. For example, in future
studies, we may find a general quantitative correlation between the increasing rate of
this index and the remaining time to the earthquake occurrence. Using this rule, a more
reliable and informative earthquake forecast can be expected. The index formulation
can also be validated and maybe optimized if tested in more earthquake circumstances.
Investigations of the index performance on the occasion of an earthquake that is not large
in magnitude (such as 4 or 5) are also expected in future studies, to give more clear and
reliable criteria of the earthquake magnitude that can be forecasted using this index. In other
words, magnitude can be included in the index to give a more informative forecast of an
earthquake. Studies on after-earthquake ionosphere phenomena can also be promoted, as
the mechanisms causing the ionospheric dissipation may be different from those resulting
in the ionospheric disturbance before the earthquake. In particular, uplifts have also been
detected after earthquakes [50], although sometimes, this is believed to be a consequence
of aftershocks.

All the above future developments can only be achievable with much more occultation
data, which poses further challenges to data processing, in addition to satellite development.
The big data technique and deep learning algorithm may be applied in future studies to
process the large amount of data that may be obtained. Moreover, the correlation between
earthquake occurrence and the index has been validated, and a deep learning model [51]
is expected to be trained to give a fast and reliable prediction of the time, location, and
magnitude of an earthquake based on the disturbance index. Advanced data mining
techniques [52] can also help identify possible indexes in occultation data that can be
included in the index formulation.
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Appendix A. Data Preprocessing

The observation time of the occultation event provided by the ionospheric occultation
data belongs to the UTC (Coordinated Universal Time) time system [53], and the data
storage form is to first record the start time t0 of the occultation event, and then record the
time step at the ith sampling instant si, and the actual time ti of each occultation instant
in the observation sequence can be calculated by ti = t0 + si, The time resolution of the
occultation data depends on the sampling frequency of the occultation signal receiver [54].
The higher the sampling frequency of the receiver, the higher the time resolution of the
occultation data. At present, there are mainly two kinds of frequency, 1 Hz and 50 Hz,
which can complete occultation data sampling in the time interval of 1 s and 0.02 s, respec-
tively [55]. The sampling frequency of the neutral atmosphere occultation data provided by
the two occultation missions of COSMIC and FY-3C is 50 Hz; that is, the time resolution is
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0.02 s [56]. The sampling frequency of the given ionospheric occultation data is 1 Hz; that
is, the time resolution is 1 s.

The spatial position and motion speed of GNSS and LEO satellites provided by
the ionospheric occultation data belong to the Earth-Centered Inertial (ECI) coordinate
system [57], but the perigee latitude and longitude and altitude of the occultation path
we need belong to the Earth-Centered Earth-Fixed (ECEF) coordinate system [58], so we
need to convert it to ECEF coordinates after solving the ECI coordinates of the perigee. The
conversion can be formulated as:X

Y
Z

 =

 cosT sinT 0
−sinT cosT 0

0 0 1

x
y
z

, (A1)

where

X
Y
Z

 and

x
y
z

 denote the ECEF and ECI coordinates, respectively; and T denotes the

rotation angle, which is equivalent to Greenwich sidereal time [59] at the vernal equinox,
that is, Greenwich sidereal time corresponding to the observation moment. In order to
avoid the possible interference of high-frequency noise in the observation sequence with
additional phase delay to the inversion results, we need to filter and smooth the observation
sequence before inversion.

Appendix B. Doppler Inverse Algorithm

After the original additional phase delay sequence is smoothed [60,61], the additional
Doppler frequency shift sequence can be obtained by derivation with respect to time:

c
∆ fi
fi

=
dφi
dt

, (A2)

where c denotes the speed of light in vacuum; fi is the frequency of L1 (i = 1) and L2 (i = 2)
bands, respectively; ∆ fi is the additional Doppler frequency shift; and φi is the additional
phase delay in the L1 and L2 bands. Since both c and fi will be subtracted in the subsequent
numerical scheme, c ∆ fi

fi
can be regarded as a whole in the calculation, and there is no need

to solve ∆ fi separately.
Afterwards, we need to establish the geometric equations for additional Doppler

shifts and impact parameters. We define the signal transmission frequency from the GNSS
satellites as fs and the signal reception frequency at the LEO satellites as fr, and the
Doppler shifts fd can be calculated by the difference between the above two frequencies
as fd = fr − fs. According to the Doppler principle, fr and fs are correlated with the
signal transmission speed vs and the signal reception speed vr, and such correlation can be
formulated as:

fr = fs
c− vr

c− vs
= fs

1− vr
c

1− vs
c
= fs

(
1− vr

c
)(

1 + vs
c
)(

1− vs
c
)(

1 + vs
c
) = fs

1− vr
c + vs

c −
vrvs
c2

1− vs2

c2

, (A3)

The Doppler shifts can be calculated by fd = fr − fs =
fs
c (vs − vr). It should be noted

that the Doppler frequency shift here contains two parts. The first is the frequency shift
due to the relative motion of the GNSS satellite and the LEO satellite; that is, even in a
vacuum environment, the signal propagates in a straight line, but the distance between
the signal transmitter and receiver changes due to the relative motion of the GNSS and
LEO satellites, which results in the Doppler effect [62]. The second part is that due to the
bending effect of the atmosphere on the signal propagation path, the change in the distance
between the transmitter and receiver will be different, thus causing the Doppler effect
that is different from the ideal environment. Therefore, we define the Doppler frequency
shift generated in the vacuum environment as f 0

d and the shift generated by the actual
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propagation path of the signal in the atmosphere as f 1
d , and the difference between the

two is the additional Doppler frequency shift ∆ f , ∆ f = f 1
d − f 0

d . The two shifts can be
calculated using Equation (A6) as:

f 0
d =

f
c

(→
vG·
→
e − →vL·

→
e
)

, (A4)

f 1
d =

f
c

(→
vG·

→
eG −

→
vL·
→
eL

)
, (A5)

where
→
vG and

→
vL are the projection vectors of the operating speed of the GNSS satellite and

the LEO satellite on the occultation plane, respectively.
→
e is the direction vector of the signal

propagation path in the vacuum environment, that is, the unit vector corresponding to the
connection between the GNSS satellite and the LEO satellite.

→
eG and

→
eL are the direction

vectors of signal transmission and signal reception, respectively. f is the signal carrier
frequency, which is 1575.42 MHz in the L1 band and 1227.60 MHz in the L2 band [63]. It
can be seen from the geometric relationship in Figure 2 that

→
e can be calculated by the

coordinate of the GNSS and LEO satellites as
→
e =

→
rL−

→
rG

‖→rL−
→
rG‖

, where
→
rL and

→
rG denote the

coordinates of the LEO and GNSS satellites, respectively, namely the vectors
→

OL and
→

OG.
→
eG and

→
eL can be calculated using the collision parameters as:

→
eG = Rn

(
90
◦
+ θG

) →
rG

‖→rG‖
,
→
eL = Rn

(
90
◦
+ θL

)→rL
→
rL

, (A6)

where θG and θL denote the ∠LOP and ∠GOQ in Figure 2, which can be calculated by
θG = arc cos p

rG
and θL = arc cos p

rL
. p denotes the impact parameter [64], namely the length

of OP and OQ in Figure 2. Rn(θ) represents a rotation of θ degrees with the normal vector
→
n

of the occultation plane as the rotation axis, and the counterclockwise direction is positive,
where the normal vector

→
n can be obtained by the cross product of two vectors

→
rG and

→
rL.

Thus, the Doppler frequency shift in the following equation can be formulated as a function
of the impact parameter p as:

∆ f =
f
c

h(p), (A7)

where the function h combines Equations (A4)–(A6).
Based on that, the impact parameter in the case of straight-line propagation is selected

as the initial value and substituted into the scheme to start the iterative calculations of p in
Equation (A7):

p0 =
‖→rL‖‖

→
rG‖ sin θ√

‖→rL‖
2
+ ‖→rG‖

2
− 2‖→rL‖‖

→
rG‖ cos θ

, (A8)

where θ is equal to the ∠LOG in Figure 2. In fact, the above Equation (A15) is to calculate
the height corresponding to the base LG of the triangle LOG.

According to the geometry in Figure 2, the bend angle α can be calculated as:

α = θ − arc cos
p
rL
− arc cos

p
rG

. (A9)

Based on the assumption of spherical symmetry [65] of the atmospheric refractive
index, α can be described as:

α(p) = 2p
∫ +∞

p

dlnn(x)
dα

1√
x2 − p2

dx, (A10)
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The atmospheric refractive index n(x) can be calculated using the following equation
derived from the Abel integral transformation:

n(p) = exp

(
1
π

∫ +∞

p

α(p)√
x2 − p2

dx

)
. (A11)

According to the Kursinski formula [66], the influence of other parameters in the
ionosphere except the electron density can be ignored, so the relationship between the
refractive index n and the electron density Ne is formulated as follows:

Ne =
1− n
40.3

f 2, (A12)

where the unit of Ne is el/cm3.

Appendix C. TOC Inverse Algorithm

In ionospheric occultation [67,68], the TEC on the signal propagation path is equivalent
to the integral of the ionospheric electron density Ne along the signal propagation path:

TEC =
∫

Ne ds. (A13)

Substituting the Kursinski formula, Equation (A12), into the above Equation (A13),
we can obtain:

TEC =
∫ 1− n

40.3
f 2 ds =

f 2

40.3

∫
(1− n) ds. (A14)

Since in ionospheric occultation, the bending angle of the signal propagation path is
generally lower than 0.03◦, we can approximate the propagation path as a straight line.
Based on this assumption, it can be found that the signal propagation paths of the L1
band and the L2 band are the connection between the GNSS satellite and the LEO satellite.
Under the approximate premise of straight-line propagation, the impact parameter p can
be calculated directly by Equation (A8). There is a one-to-one correspondence between the
impact parameter sequence and the TEC sequence. The two data sequences are sorted in
ascending order of the impact parameter, and then the derivative of the TEC with respect
to the impact parameter, dTEC, can be obtained as:

dTEC =
∆TEC

∆p
. (A15)

Using the Abel integration [69], the electron density Ne can be calculated as:

Ne(p) = − 1
π

∫ +∞

p

dTEC(x)√
x2 − p2

dx. (A16)

It is worth noting that the above two occultation inverse methods are essentially
the same, but the Doppler-based occultation inverse algorithm requires higher accuracy
of satellite position and velocity. Due to the small bending angle of the signal in the
ionospheric occultation, it is easy to produce large errors in the inversion. Therefore, the
TEC-based occultation inversion algorithm is generally used in the ionospheric occultation
inversion process. This is also the inversion algorithm currently adopted by the official
ionospheric occultation products of COSMIC and FY-3C.

In the process of ionospheric occultation inverse calculation, whether it is based on
Doppler or TEC algorithm will involve calculating the Abel integral of the following
formula, y =

∫ +∞
p

f (x)√
x2−p2

dx. For the singularity of the upper limit of integration, since the

orbital height of the LEO satellite is generally about 800 km [70], and the electron density is
very rare above this height, the corresponding bending angle or dTEC is also close to 0, so
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we can ignore the effect of higher spaces above the orbital height of the LEO satellite and
modify the upper limit of the integration to the geocentric distance rL of the LEO satellite,
thereby eliminating the singularity of the upper limit of integration. For the singular point
of the lower limit of integration, the most direct way is to use truncation, that is, to take a
point pt near the lower limit of integration p as the new lower limit of integration, that is,

y ∼=
∫ rL

pt

f (x)√
x2 − p2

dx. (A17)

The above truncation method dealing with the singularity of the lower limit of the
integration is simple in calculation and widely accepted in practice, but the problem is that
the integration accuracy is damaged as the integration within the p ∼ pt interval is directly
ignored in the integration process [71]. It should be noted that without considering the
change trend of f (x), the closer the integral variable x is to p, the smaller the denominator√

x2 − p2 of the integral function, and the larger the value of the corresponding integral
function. Thus, the integral within the p ∼ pt interval accounts for a large proportion of
the entire Abel integral, so using pt to truncate the lower-limit singularity of the integral
may produce a larger integral error. In order to better solve the problem of the singularity
of the lower limit of the integral, f (x) can be approximated under certain assumptions so as
to obtain the analytical calculation result of the above Abel integral. It has been explained
in [72] that the function f (x) can be approximated as a linear change in the range of a very
small interval [xmin, xmax].

Generally, the time resolution of the ionospheric occultation data is 1 s, and that of the
neutral atmosphere occultation data is 0.02 s [73], which indicates that in an occultation
event, the impact parameter corresponding to the adjacent sampling changes very little,
so we can directly use the two adjacent occultation moments as the division interval of
the Abel integral. In addition, in a complete occultation event, the maximum value of the
impact parameter is the geocentric distance of the LEO satellite rL. Therefore, we only need
to numerically integrate the observation sequence of occultation data to calculate the Abel
integral value. We assume that there are N occultation moments in an occultation event,
and each occultation moment corresponds to a signal propagation path. Let pi denote the
impact parameter corresponding to the i-th occultation instantaneous signal propagation
path. Since the resolution of the occultation data is high enough, the impact parameter
tends to change slowly, so pi is very close to pi+1, then within the integration interval
pi ∼ pi+1 the Abel integration result Si can be expressed as:

Si =
∫ pi+1

pi

f (x)√
x2 − p2

dx (i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N − 1). (A18)

According to the additivity property, the Abel integral for the k-th impact parameter
can be calculated as: ∫ +∞

p

f (x)√
x2 − p2

dx ∼=
∫ rL

p

f (x)√
x2 − p2

dx ∼=
N−1

∑
i=k

Si. (A19)

This method of removing the singularity of the lower limit of the integral is essential to
divide the ionospheric height interval scanned by the occultation event into several heights
according to the sampling frequency and consider the bending angle sequence α(p) or
the total electron content differential sequence dTEC(p) to vary linearly between adjacent
altitude layers, starting from the current inverse altitude and ending with the LEO satellite
orbital altitude. The Abel integral is calculated layer by layer and finally summarized. If
the thickness of the higher layer is narrower, the physical quantities between layers are
closer to a linear rule, the error accumulation in the calculation process is also smaller, and
the obtained Abel integral value is more accurate. Based on this, this numerical calculation
method of the Abel integral is also vividly called the “onion method” [74]. Compared with
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the method of directly truncating the lower-limit singularity, a higher calculation accuracy
can be expected. Currently, the occultation products officially provided by COSMIC and
FY-3C adopt this method.
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